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University Curriculum Committee
RECOMMENDATION
SR-18-19-48 CC
Recommends approval of the listed UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM CHANGES in the following
college and/or schools/programs:

RATIONALE:
College of Business
Name of Program: BS in Accounting
Rationale:The LCOB is changing the Core Curriculum math requirement from algebra to the statistics

pathway: Foundations of Statistics. Statistics will allow the LCOB to further integrate business
analytics into the general business requirements and into each major. Statistics and analytics are
used extensively in the business environment.

Name of Program: BS in Economics
Rationale: The LCOB is changing the Core Curriculum math requirement from algebra to the statistics

pathway: Foundations of Statistics. Statistics will allow the LCOB to further integrate business
analytics into the general business requirements and into each major. Statistics and analytics are
used extensively in the business environment.

Name of Program: BS in Accounting
Rationale: The LCOB is changing the Core Curriculum math requirement from algebra to the statistics

pathway: Foundations of Statistics. Statistics will allow the LCOB to further integrate business
analytics into the general business requirements and into each major. Statistics and analytics are
used extensively in the business environment.

Name of Program: BS in Finance
Rationale: The LCOB is changing the Core Curriculum math requirement from algebra to the statistics

pathway: Foundations of Statistics. Statistics will allow the LCOB to further integrate business
analytics into the general business requirements and into each major. Statistics and analytics are
used extensively in the business environment.

Name of Program: BS in International Business
Rationale: The LCOB is changing the Core Curriculum math requirement from algebra to the statistics

pathway: Foundations of Statistics. Statistics will allow the LCOB to further integrate business
analytics into the general business requirements and into each major. Statistics and analytics are
used extensively in the business environment.

Name of Program: BS in Management
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Rationale: The LCOB is changing the Core Curriculum math requirement from algebra to the statistics

pathway: Foundations of Statistics. Statistics will allow the LCOB to further integrate business
analytics into the general business requirements and into each major. Statistics and analytics are
used extensively in the business environment.

Name of Program: BS in Management Info Systems
Rationale: The LCOB is changing the Core Curriculum math requirement from algebra to the statistics

pathway: Foundations of Statistics. Statistics will allow the LCOB to further integrate business
analytics into the general business requirements and into each major. Statistics and analytics are
used extensively in the business environment.

Name of Program: BS in Marketing
Rationale: The LCOB is changing the Core Curriculum math requirement from algebra to the statistics

pathway: Foundations of Statistics. Statistics will allow the LCOB to further integrate business
analytics into the general business requirements and into each major. Statistics and analytics are
used extensively in the business environment.
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NOTE: Recommendations should be sent to the Faculty Senate office via email.
Recommendations longer than one page or those with attachments are to be sent in final
format with this as a cover page. Any incomplete recommendations or those requiring
extensive formatting changes will be returned to the recording secretary/committee.

